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Agenda / Minutes
An agenda was distributed in advance to the event and followed closely.
The workshop started at 10:00 with welcome words and short introductions by the workshop leader
[see slide set 01_IEA-Workshop-13_slides.pdf], Bernhard Lange from IWES representing the host, and
Andy Clifton as IEA Wind Task 32 operating agent introducing the task [see 01a_IEA-Workshop13_slides.pdf].
Julia Gottschall gave a summary of Workshop #1 on Floating Lidar Systems, which was held in Blyth in
February 2016 and can be seen as the precursor to this workshop. A particular focus was set on the
so-called “gaps” and corresponding requirements for improved maturity that were identified by the
participants in the 2016 workshop – these were:


(Gap 1) Uncertainty,
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(Gap 2) Lack of investors’ confidence,
(Gap 3) No standard for validation,
(Gap 4) Missing alternative validation methods,
(Gap 5) Insufficient measurement of Turbulence Intensity.

It was concluded that some of these gaps could be closed in the meantime but some are still there. For
closing the gaps, everything took much longer than initially expected. Significant parts of the work
were shared by Task 32 participants and the Carbon Trust within the OWA (Offshore Wind Accelerator)
Programme.
Oliver Bischoff gave an overview of RP 18 on Floating Lidars, which has been one of the key outcomes
of Task 32 Phase 2, and its development through different steps [see 02_IEA-Workshop-13_slides.pdf].
Before Detlef Stein introduced the “OWA Floating Lidar Roadmap” update [see 05_IEA-Workshop13_slides.pdf], which should be seen as one of the major Floating-Lidar guidelines together with RP 18,
Hector Wilson explained the involvement of Carbon Trust and OWA in Floating Lidar and more general
offshore wind activities [see 04_IEA-Workshop-13_slides.pdf]. An open discussion completes the
morning session. Several participants gave feedback regarding the RP 18 document:
-

-

It was mentioned that the structure of the document seems appropriate and that it is a good
start into FLS technology.
But it was also indicated that some clients might not have read the RP completely or are not
aware of the fact that these are recommendations only and not a standard but expect the FLS
provider to be completely compliant with the RP.
To approach this, it was suggested that a further webinar or some other guidance and
explanation regarding the use of the RP might be helpful.

After lunch the participating FLS providers were invited to give a brief update on their technologies
and asked to comment on the developments of the last few years (since workshop #1) and related
challenges. Short presentations were given by representatives of AXYS, EOLOS and Fraunhofer IWES
[see AXYS_IEA-Workshop-13_slides.pdf, IWES_IEA-Workshop-13_slides.pdf]. Every presenter was also
asked to give some final statement after the presentation what they would like to see in an eventual
update of the RP. It was indicated that more RP’s related to the measurement of gusts and TI would
be helpful as well as alternatives to the already known and used validation sites and alternative
approaches to validate stage-3 systems.The following block was dedicated to Floating Lidar uncertainty
estimations: Julia Gottschall gave a general introduction with references to the now available
guidelines and recent OWA project results [see 01_IEA-Workshop-13_slides.pdf]. Detlef Stein
presented some representative example calculations [see 05a_IEA-Workshop-13_slides.pdf]. And
Oliver Bischoff introduced the “MALIBU approach” [see 05_IEA-Workshop-13_slides.pdf].
The last one and a half hours were reserved for a workshop session and instructed discussions in
smaller groups. The aim of these discussions has been to identify Floating-Lidar related topics for Phase
3 of Task 32 that starts with 2019. Candidate topics were collected during the course of the workshop
and then prioritized by the participants (see photos below).
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The resulting short-listed topics –
1. Lack of capability to measure gusts and TI
2. Further development of uncertainty assessment
3. Methods to cope with periods of data loss
4. Lack of sites for verification & alternative [FLS verification] approaches
– plus an optional bonus topic (to be defined by the participants) were then discussed in four separated
groups. The task was to identify a possible mitigation (incl. how and by whom / which institution) for
each topic.
Findings of the individual groups were presented in plenum and briefly summarized before the
workshop was closed.
Condensed outcome of group discussions:
[Topic 1 – Gusts and TI]
More clarification is needed – (from the FLS OEM side) how big is the discrepancy between FLS and
reference measurements [-> e.g. assessment of TI correlation for all trials], and (from the end-user
side) what is the required accuracy.
It is well known that it is difficult to reproduce cup TI (and gust data) with lidars – no new issue for FLS.
Adjusted lidar geometries may be a solution but unclear if we really need to go this step (… not, for
instance, of we can get TI information well enough from models, or find a suitable
correction/calibration for FLS data).
[Topic 2 – Uncertainty assessment]
More guidance is needed for applying the recommendations from the guidelines in practical case
studies. A round-robin exercise (with accompanying discussions or a workshop) may help as well.
Leverage GUM, IEC 61400-15 and/or MEASNET experience.
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A general barrier in lack of transparency by FLS user / industry in the field of FLS uncertainties is
reported, preventing the collection and distribution of (benchmarking) results from FLS uncertainty
assessments as well as experiences from applying uncertainty calculation approaches and guidelines.
[Topic 3 – Periods of data loss]
Instead look at redundancy and prevent the data loss. For gap filling there are (more or less standard)
procedures that should be considered (cf. e.g. MEASNET). Impact on uncertainties need to be
estimated properly in order to reach acceptance.
[Topic 4 – Verification]
Need to investigate alternatives to offshore met mast for this purpose – “golden FLS” for side-by-side
comparison, TP lidar on turbine, lidar on available platforms -> what’s the impact on the final
uncertainties, how much effort (budget) can we save?
Specify rules and process that “make” a Golden Lidar or FL-Lidar, in terms of process showing, tracking
and regularly confirming constantly “high” performance standard and capability for “low” reference
uncertainty.
Consider tank testing or model approaches – can this be used here?
Consider and further develop the “risk-based approach” outlined in the guidelines as an alternative.
[Bonus topic – Confidence]
Figure out what is acceptable in terms of FLS applications for wind farm planning – based on realised
projects, feedback from end-users / bank’s engineers…
[Bonus topic – cross stakeholder / user agreement]
We need to learn from the users what they really require… in terms of (acceptable) FLS uncertainty
levels, required degree of accuracy for TI data from FLS, etc.

Workshop Survey
The participants were asked to complete a workshop survey supported by SurveyMonkey during the
workshop – in total 12 (complete) sets of answers were collected. For the outcome see the screenshots
below.
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